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K&F Concept Alpha Air 25L Photo Backpack (KF13.128)
The Alpha Air photo backpack will revolutionize the way you carry your camera gear. Its unique design makes it like a "Magic Tote" - it
allows  you  to  easily  adapt  the  interior  space,  offering  a  5:5  or  2:8  split.  Such  versatility  makes  the  backpack  an  ideal  choice  for
photographers who are often in the field.
 
Enhanced stability and protection
The Alpha Air is equipped with special reinforcing fiber rods that provide extra stability and protection against damage or even crushing
of  the  backpack's  contents.  This  is  a  key  feature  when  carrying  valuable  camera  equipment,  and  will  give  you  peace  of  mind  in  any
situation.  The  ability  to  increase  capacity  by  expanding  the  front  pocket  and  the  built-in  independent  stabilizer  compartment  further
enhance the backpack's utility.
 
Easy access to your gear
The backpack's  dual-chamber design with top and side openings allows quick and easy access to  the contents,  which is  invaluable in
situations where every second is at a premium. This allows you to be ready at a moment's notice to capture the perfect shot.
 
Maximum protection for your laptop
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An  independent,  suspended  compartment  for  a  16-inch  laptop  provides  extra  protection,  minimizing  the  risk  of  damage  from  direct
impacts. Such a solution is extremely important for photographers who need their computer in the field for photo editing and storage.
 
Accessories for full functionality
Included  with  the  backpack  you  will  find  three  short  and  one  long  compartment,  as  well  as  one  honeycomb compartment,  which  will
allow you to organize your space individually. The included rain cover further protects your gear in harsh weather conditions, giving you
peace of mind no matter the situation! Your gear is safe with K&F Concept!
 
Included
Backpack
Short compartment x 3
Long compartment x 1
Honeycomb compartment x 1
Rain cover
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelAlpha AirManufacturer codeKF13.128Total capacity25 L

Preço:

€ 107.00

Foto i kamery, Plecaki, Torby fotograficzne
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